The straightforward method of attack on the problem of the diffuse spots found by Preston consists in applying to them the work of Fax6n and Waller, or some such process. Such a method is purely inductive and would give all the information which can be extracted rigorously from the experiments. The method should certainly be worked out, as it might throw light on th a t very interesting subject, the short-wave limit of the Debye elastic waves. B ut Preston and Sir William Bragg have proposed an alternative analysis in which the atoms are supposed to stick together in small nearly rigid groups, and these groups are then displaced relative to one another through distances which impair the phase relations of the waves scattered by them. So far this description has only been qualitative, but if it should be verified quantitatively it would suggest a different way of regarding the whole subject, and it is to this th a t I wish to draw atten tion. I t can best be done by analogy from a different subject.
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The prediction of the tides of a harbour is done by harmonic analysis. Astronomy provides a set of natural frequencies, and the height of water as a function of the time is analysed into the sum of harmonic terms in these frequencies, with experimentally determined amplitudes and phases. Such an analysis gives a complete prediction of the future height at any time, but it does not always give the best description of what is happening. For example we might apply the analysis to an estuary which dried out completely at half tide, and the method would still be applicable, yielding the lower half of the curve as a flat level, but the examination of the table of amplitudes and phases would in no way suggest this constancy of level for half the time. The method of harmonic analysis, though perfect and complete, may become uninformative.
I t seems possible th at the same might be true of the harmonic analysis of the elastic waves in the crystal, but there is an important difference because with the tides we know both amplitude and phase but in the crystal only the amplitude, and the method of X-rays is incompetent to give any information about the relative phases of the various elastic waves. If the pure inductive analysis were carried to completion, it might be found that, by equipping each wave with an appropriate phase, the combined Vol. 179. A.
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waves yielded groups of atom s of th e type proposed by Bragg. I f the phases cannot be so chosen, then we m ay be sure th a t B ragg's description will break down in some respect. I f they can, there is still no proof o f the correctness of his analysis, but it becomes a possibility well w orth exploring, since it gives a very different picture of crystalline structure from th a t usually adopted in atomic theories of the solid state. I t m ight for example be interesting to examine w hether there would be any difference in such phenomena as elasticity or the plastic yielding of m etals when th e typical strain displacements are regarded not as continuously variable from each atom to its neighbour, b u t as though the crystal broke up into small blocks each composed of a few atom s nearly rigidly tied together, w ith the strain imposed on the block as a whole. An objection m ay be felt against the suggestion in th a t it would seem, a t first sight, .that it would kill the ordinary Laue spots, b u t this certainly calls for careful examination. W ithout closer analysis it is no t evident th a t the partial disorder of the small groups m ust remove so m uch of the longrange order as to spoil the Laue spots; only a thorough analysis of th e relative intensities of the two types of spot could clear this up. The situ a tion m ay be summarized by saying th a t the m ethod of Preston and Bragg is certainly a convenient half-way house giving the positions of th e diffuse spots. I f th a t is all it is, then it will break down by failure to give correctly the intensities or positions of some such spots, b u t if it is successful in giving them all, including the intensities of the ordinary Laue spots, then it becomes an im portant contribution to our ideas of crystal structure. I t m ust remain a m atter for trial w hether the analysis should be m ade by building on the inductive process of Faxen, or w hether a new s ta rt based on the small groups of atom s themselves would be more profitable.
